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Quarterly Update - Q3 2020
Market Update: Have Insiders That Bought the Dip in March
Sold Their Shares?
In early August, The Washington Service took a look at the claims being made
by several outlets that insiders, who had bought into the market during its dip in
March, were bailing out of their positions. At the time we found several issues
with this assertion: first, that the ratio in July of companies with buying to
companies with selling was not notably out of line compared with prior months
when the market was climbing, and second, that insiders who had purchased in
March were still within the six-month short swing window and were unable to
sell shares for a profit. Now that the short swing window has elapsed, did those
same insiders dump their positions?
Of the 3,111 insiders who bought in March, just 23 sold shares of the same
security in September. That number shrinks even further when you consider
that five of those insiders who bought in March sold shares in September as a
part of their company’s offering.
While individual insiders may not have dumped their positions, did
insiders as a whole lean towards selling in September?
Click Here to read the rest of the article on our new blog
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with a sleek modern look and an easy-to-navigate interface. The new
homepage also contains many new resources and expanded
information about our products and services.

The updated website now has a list of our available products and
services all in one place, with more detail about their features.
We have also added a new insights section to the website, which
includes links to research reports, helpful articles on complex topics,
and FAQs.
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Our new website also has a new blog that we will be updating with
research reports, market updates, and other important information and
insights.
We are also gathering articles that utilize data provided by The
Washington Service, which can be found on our WS in the News Page.
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Check out the new Washington Service homepage and let us know
what you think!
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